
JOECOIN PROTOCOL

JOEDROP:

There were 3 snapshots of the Stargaze blockchain to determine the airdrop of initial
$JOE.

-Snapshot #1: November 20th at 6:30 UTC
-Snapshot #2: November 20th at 50% mint time
-Snapshot #3: November 20th at 21:00 UTC

Snapshot #1 awarded 1k $JOE for every Joe NFT held in the users wallet.
Snapshot #2 will award 1 Joe V3 NFT on Joechain for every wallet that minted at

least 1 OG Joe NFT. Drop date TBA.
Snapshot #3 will award loyal Joes with 1.6k $JOE per Joe NFT held, with a whale

cap of 10 Joes per wallet. Plus, another Joe V3 drop for every wallet that has minted.
See diagram below for specifics.

Said diagram with specifics



JOEKENOMICS:

-Staking $JOE with a validator will give you a portion of the 69.420% yearly emissions.
-There will be an unbonding period of 16 hours.
-On chain governance proposals have a 10k $JOE deposit threshold, and will remain
available for voting for 24 hours.

MISSION STATEMENT:
Joecoin Protocol aims to solve the problems of prior cryptocurrencies including;

bloated validator sets, not enough Joes, not getting rich fast enough, and a lack of ambition.
Mining is for your grandparents. Staking is for your sister who’s into Ethereum and still loves
Tumblr. And yield farming is usually one of the most boring forms of gambling.

Joechain Protocol fixes this. Here, you can use yield farming in a high octane environment
where profit is irrelevant, as only fun is valued here.

AMM & JOE SUPPORT LIQUIDITY POOLS:
With Joechain Protocol, your LP positions are paired between the native token, $JOE, and
secondary tokens,

● $JOESON
● $MASKJOE
● $VIPERJOE
● $DILDJOE
● $KIMJONGJOE
● $CHARLESJOE
● $JOEINREDBERET
● $JOEMIEHYNEMAN
● $JUSTJOE
● $BIGHEADJOE
● $RACIMPOSTERJOE
● $SBFJOE
● $RACJOE
● $GLASSESJOE
● $BLURRYJOE
● $ZOOMEDJOE

The rewards for each pool are paid in the secondary token of the pool. Through these
intricate Joekenomics, you will be able to show your support for your favorite Joe.
Eventually, the most beloved Joe will be revealed through these pools. There is no
unbonding time for LP pools, you may Joe with the flow.

PERMISSIONLESS BUILDING:
Joechain Protocol is also equipped with all the bells and whistles of a fully functional

Cosmos chain, save for one difference. We use TenderJoe BFT mechanisms instead of
Tendermint. This allows us to offer everything from DeFi to NFT infrastructure, and give our
Joes the tools they need to build the ecosystem they deserve.
*Note: TenderJoe works identically to Tendermint, with the only difference being that it’s named after Joe.


